SUPERINTENDENT’S HONORS MUSIC FESTIVAL
2021-2022 High School Honors Chorus Audition Information
Dr. Erynn Millard, Conductor
Dr. Yueh-Yin, Accompanist
Elizabeth Cid, Coordinator
Rehearsal Dates:
Monday, March 7, 2021-4-8pm
Tuesday, March 29, 2021- 4-8pm
Tuesday, April 5, 2021- 4-8pm
Rehearsal Location:
Miami Senior High School
2450 SW 1 St Miami, FL, 33025
Audition Information
Submission Deadline: Friday, January 28, 2022, 11:59 PM
Send to: chorus@miamiseniorhigh.org
Audition Requirements
Part 1: Voice Part Vocalise
Part 2: Sight-Reading Excerpt
Part 3: Repertoire Excerpt
Recording Requirements:
1. Audio record auditions as mp3 format only.
2. Recordings should be made with no added filtering or effects.
3. PLEASE, DO NOT separate any portion of the audition recording. It should all be on one file.
4. Each individual performance recording should follow the procedures/script below.
5. Any audition recordings not following script or guidelines will be automatically disqualified.
6. 2 devices may be needed. 1 device to record, other device to play audition vocalise and excerpt.
7. Director’s voice should not be heard on the recording, only for prompting of scale and arpeggio.
Audition Recording Script/Instructions:
1. Before recording the audition, explain to student that they get one chance to record the audition and that restarts
are not allowed. You may practice the audition process, but do not show students the sight-reading example until
you are ready to record.
2. Begin recording.
3. Student says: voice part (Soprano, Alto, Tenor or Bass), student ID number, and school name.
4. Play the following vocalise excerpt for their voice part to sing along to on neutral syllable “Za.”
1. Soprano: Soprano Vocalise
2. Alto: Alto Vocalise
3. Tenor: Tenor Vocalise
4. Bass: Bass Vocalise
5. Links are clickable. Crtl+Click and they will load.
5. Give student the sight-reading excerpt to look at for the first time. Sight-Reading excerpt should not have been
practiced prior to recording.

6. Play ascending and descending scale, arpeggio and starting pitch for student to sing along to. (You may change
the key to a key that is appropriate for the singer if needed.)
7. Give student 30 seconds to study the exercise. DO NOT STOP RECORDING. Student may practice out loud as
done for All-State and/or choral MPA.
8. After 30 seconds are over, play ascending and descending scale, arpeggio and starting pitch. Count student in and
student sings the excerpt.
9. Teacher will play starting pitch for excerpt of “I am Possibility” and count student in. Student sings excerpt
unaccompanied.
a. NOTE: Soprano may choose upper or lower divisi.
10. End recording.
Submitting Recordings:
1. Save recording as an mp3 file only.
2. Please title: Voice Part_First Name_Last Name_ID Number.mp3 (Example: Tenor_John_Doe_123456.mp3)
3. Send completed recordings to chorus@miamiseniorhigh.org
4. Please include a list of students with first and last names, ID numbers and voice part that you will submitting
from your school along with your email.
5. If files are too large, please send recordings as shareable google drive or drop box link.
Other Information:
1. All results will be shared via email and posted on the DCMEA website.
2. Questions, comments or concerns please email coordinator at Elizabeth Cid ecid17@dadeschools.net

High School Honors Chorus Sight-Reading Excerpt
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

8 measure sight-reading excerpt, which follows the guidelines of High School All-State Level 2.
The example will be sent to teachers via emails two weeks before auditions are due.
If you plan on recording auditions prior to those two weeks I can provide you with the excerpt earlier.
Please remember that students are NOT to see
the example prior to the audition.
Recordings are NOT to be rerecorded because that would no longer qualify as sight-singing.
Students may practice sight-singing examples can be found at FVA.net.

High School Honors Chorus Audition Excerpt
7. Audition Excerpt: I Am Possibility by: David von Kampen measure 33-measure 41
8. Only play starting pitch for the voice part of the student that is auditioning and count in.
9. Student sings their voice part unaccompanied.

High School Honors Chorus Vocalise Rubric
Category
Tone Quality

5 points
-Clear,
centered,
rich tone,
appropriate
use of head
voice
throughout No pushing,
sliding, or
pop style

Pitch Accuracy

-Accurate
pitch and
intonation
the entire
time

4 points
-Clear,
centered, rich
tone,
appropriate
use of head
voice most of
the time -No
pushing,
sliding, or pop
style most of
the time
-1 or 2 errors,
including
intonation

3 points
-Clear,
centered, rich
tone,
appropriate
use of head
voice some of
the time. Noticeable
pushing,
sliding, or pop
style
-3 or 4 errors

2 points
-Lacking clear,
centered, rich
tone,
appropriate
use of head
voice. -Pushed
sound, sliding,
or pop style.

1 point
Spoken

-5 or more
errors

Spoken or
incomplete

Total Maximum Points: 10 points

High School Honors Chorus Sight-Reading Rubric
-1 points will be awarded for each measure sung correctly on pitch and rhythm.
-If student changes key, but remains in the same key for the remainder of excerpt, only
that measure will be counted incorrect.
-Florida All-State High School sight-reading criteria will be used.
Total Maximum Points: 8 points

High School Honors Chorus Audition Excerpt Rubric
Category
Tone Quality

5 points
-Clear,
centered,
rich tone,
appropriate
use of head
voice
throughout No pushing,
sliding, or
pop style

Pitch Accuracy
and Rhythmic
Accuracy

-Accurate
pitch and
intonation
the entire
time
-Accurate
rhythm
throughout
-Tall
rounded
vowels Correct
execution of
diphthongs. Clearly
enunciated
beginning
and ending
vowels.

Vowels and
Consonants

Tempo

-Maintains
appropriate
tempo

Breath Control

-Takes
breaths Only
when
indicated in
the music Holds last
note for full
value

4 points
-Clear,
centered, rich
tone,
appropriate
use of head
voice most of
the time -No
pushing,
sliding, or pop
style most of
the time
-1 or 2 errors,
including
intonation

3 points
-Clear,
centered, rich
tone,
appropriate
use of head
voice some of
the time. Noticeable
pushing,
sliding, or pop
style
-3 or 4 errors

2 points
-Lacking clear,
centered, rich
tone,
appropriate
use of head
voice. -Pushed
sound, sliding,
or pop style.

1 point
Spoken

-5 or more
errors

Spoken or
incomplete

-Mostly tall
vowels -1 or 2
diction errors

-Some tall
rounded
vowels -3-4
diction errors

-Vowels are
spread or
closed
-5 or more
diction
mistakes

Spoken or
incomplete

-Maintains
tempo at less
than 90 or
more than 100
-1 error

-Some
-Inconsistent
inconsistencies throughout

-Incomplete

-2 errors

-Incomplete

Total Maximum Points: 25 points

-3 or more
errors

